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Editorial
“As the candle light flame, Your life may always be happiness claim, As the mountain high, You
move without sigh, like the white linne flair, purity is always an affair, As the sunshine creates
morning glory, fragrance fills years as flory, with the immaculate eternal smile, attached to u mile
after mile, All darkness is far away, As light is on its way.”
Happy July everyone and wish you had a happy holiday. We also would like to say ‘Eid Mubarak’ to
all of you who celebrate it. We wish you all a happy and peaceful Eid. May Allah accept all your
good deeds, forgive your transgressions and ease the suffering of all the people around the globe.
This July we have several important thing happens. First, we have the official announcement of the
final candidates for students exchange and double degree program. Next, we also have some new
from the next foreign intern. Finally, we would also welcome our beloved staff, Mr. Pras, who just
came back after finishing his study in China.

Final Candidates for Exchange and Double Degree Program
After the long process of selesction, finally, we have
the final name for the student candidates to join
Exchange and Double Degree Program. Those
students are:
First, Teikyo University. The total numbers of the
candidates are 2 students: Jasmine Fitrialianda Putri,
Hilarius Destya W, Ahmad Hanugraha, Maritha
Kusuma Wardhani. Second, Hebei University. The
total numbers of the candidates are 6 students:
Galuh Sukma Wijayanti, Filia Garini, Izmi Nurul
Ma’rifa, Reyno Julfan Mauli, Agnes Irawati Suwignyo,
Ratna Mutyasari. Third, Universiti Utara Malaysia. The total numbers of the candidates are 9
students: Rizky Rahmatari, Lalita Nandya Amalia, Larasati Nanda Rahmalia, Yuni Sofia Mahardika,
Putri Nastiti Wulandari, Millata Hanifa, Yusuf Guidanto Hidayatulah, Dimaz Prayogi, Lintang
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Maharani. Last, Mahasrakham University. The total numbers of the candidates are 3 students:
Maritha Kusuma Wardhani, Fathiyah Damar P, and Ariyanti Eka Pratiwi. While the candidates for
Takamatsu University are still waiting for the confirmation from Japan.
The selection for Students Exchange and Double Degree Program had been started from the
beginning of May. Over all, the selection process divided into 3 stages: English proficiency
assessment, academic potential test or SAT, and interview. The total number of students who
applied was 57 students; 18 from Economic Development, 20 from Management, and 19 from
Accounting. Good luck for all of them and hope we can hear students’ story from abroad soon.

New Foreign Intern Candidates
After our last foreign intern, Mr. Edwin Mensah, we
already received the next candidates for foreign
internship program. Due to the big number of
applicants, this period we accept 3 interns. They will
start their internship program from the middle of
September and will be with us for 3 months. Two of the
interns are from Poland and the other one is from
Columbia. The excitement of having experience abroad increased the enthusiasts of the
internship. A lot of people abroad also being interested in south-east Asia countries, especially
Indonesia since the cultural diversities we owned. International experience is a very important
value added nowadays. Working or Studying in another country forces you to step outside your
comfort zone, which opens up opportunities to develop new skills and have new experiences. You
will improve your communication skills, build a global network, find fresh idea by seeing other
cultures, gain a competitive edge on your cv, and also learn to respect people more. International
experience delivers you to a new world outside your gate which may open your mind about seeing
thing from other perspectives.
So why not going abroad?

Welcome Back Mr. Pras
Mr. Prasetyo Heru Saptono has finished his study in China this month. He
went to China last year and joined 1 year master program from Chinese
government. He will be join us back here in International Program starting
from August.
Congratulation Mr. Pras for gaining your MBA degree and Welcome back!!
祝贺为你的毕业！
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